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Abstract

 Now-a-days with the introduction and wide usage of smart phone and 

internet mobile apps have become very useful. Every retailer now-a-days want 

to improve their sales by selling their products online using mobile apps. But the

small shop keepers cannot afford for development of apps and also purchaser 

cannot use many apps for purchasing products. This app E-kirana app allows 

small shopkeepers to sell their products online for free of cost and also allows 

purchasers to purchase using single app.

The Idea Behind this app is to Combine small shops to sell their goods

Online by providing the common Interface Which is a mobile App. This Mobile

application  provides  a  facility  to  show  case  their  products  and  to  sell  their

products. 

The app works Based on location Where the shops nearby your location

will be shown so that the user can select their products to purchase and can pay

the money online. This app Facilitates both seller and Purchaser.

The Platform or Framework used to build this App is Ionic Framework.

The main reason to use Ionic framework is that it is compatible for Android and

IOS and also windows devices.
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CHAPTER-1

INTRODUCTION

1.1.PROBLEM  

As Smartphones turned out to be more well-known to individuals and 

discovering use in the everyday lives, their effect on society keeps on 

developing. The fundamental main impetus for this quickened development in 

Smartphone use is the accessibility of an extensive assortment of utilizations to 

address the issues of an extensive variety of clients. In our task we built up a 

Smartphone application that would enable us to process our shopping quicker 

and simpler.

The main aim of developing this project is to provide access to small-

scale retailers to sell their goods online by showcasing their products. And also,

to provide access to the purchasers to buy the products easily from the nearby

shops easily and securely within a 1-km radius. As Nowadays we are running

towards  online  shopping  due  to  the  advancement  of  the  internet  and

smartphones  every  small  retailer  want  to  showcase  their  products  online  to

improve their  business. But their  business and income are small  they cannot

afford a mobile app to be developed to sell their products. Also, if there is one

app for every shop purchasers find it tough to find an app it causes huge traffic

and it causes difficulty to find the app associated with the particular shop that

you required. So, in this project, We are developing an application which brings

all the shops under a single roof so that everyone can make use of it to sell their

products and also users can also buy products easily from the shops available

nearby.   
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1.2. MOTIVATION FOR THE PROJECT (Problems identified)

➢ To provide access to small retailers to sell their products online.  

➢ No Real-Time Application for retailer and customer which runs on smart

phones

➢ Purchasers facing problem to find out the location of the shops so that

they couldn’t know the exact values of products in different shops.

➢ To provide purchaser a platform to order kirana items from the home

➢ The Retailers can maintain the data of their shop in a database

1.3. OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT WORK

➢ Single app for selling and Purchasing

➢  Automated system to track location.

➢ Automatically shows shops nearby 1-km radius from your location.

➢ Easy user interface developed using Ionic and AngularJS.

➢ Finally, to develop the Digimart app to monitor and manage the stores

such as fancy etc.
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CHAPTER-2

LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Big Basket:

bigbasket.com (Innovative Retail Concepts Private Limited) is India's biggest

online nourishment and supermarket. With more than 18,000 items and over a

1000  brands  in  our  index  you  will  discover  all  that  you  are  searching  for.

Appropriate  from  new  Fruits  and  Vegetables,  Rice  and  Dals,  Spices  and

Seasonings to Packaged items, Beverages, Personal consideration items, Meats

– they have everything.

Look  over  an  extensive  variety  of  choices  in  each  classification,  only

handpicked  to  enable  you  to  locate  the  best  quality  accessible  at  the  most

minimal costs. Select a schedule opening for conveyance and your request will

be conveyed appropriate to your doorstep.

The  BigBasket  Site  may  contain  links  to  other  Web  sites.  IRCPL  is  not

responsible for the privacy practices of such Web sites which it does not own,

manage or control. The Site and third-party vendors, including Google, use first-

party cookies  and third-party cookies (such as the DoubleClick cookie) together

to inform, optimize, and serve ads based on someone's past visits to the Site.

IRCPL only give  you a restricted sub-permit  to  access  and make individual

utilization of this webpage and not to download (other than page reserving) or

change it, or any part of it, aside from with express composed assent of IRCPL.

This permit does exclude any resale or business utilization of this website or its

substance; any accumulation and utilization of any item postings, depictions, or

costs;  any  subsidiary  utilization  of  this  webpage  or  its  substance;  any

downloading  or  replicating  of  record  data  to  help  another  shipper;  or  any

utilization of information mining,robots,or comparative information social affair
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and extraction devices. This site or any part of this site may not be imitated,

copied,  duplicated,  sold,  exchanged,  visited,  or  generally  misused  for  any

business  reason  without  express  composed  assent  of  IRCPL.  You  may  not

outline  or  use  confining  procedures  to  encase  any  trademark,  logo,or  other

exclusive data (counting pictures, content, page format, or shape)of the Site or

of  IRCPL and its  offshoots  without  express  composed  assent.  You may  not

utilize any meta labels or some other "concealed content" using the Site's or

IRCPL's name or SGSPL's name or trademarks without the express composed

assent of IRCPL. Any unapproved utilize ends the consent or permit allowed by

IRCPL
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CHAPTER-3

THEORETICAL  ANALYSIS

3.1. Ionic (mobile app framework)

An interface from the ionic application Ionic is an entire open-source 

SDK for a crossover portable application. The later discharges, known as Ionic 

3 or just "Ionic", are based on Angular. Ionic gives devices and administrations 

to creating half and half versatile applications utilizing Web advancements like 

CSS, HTML5, and Sass.

    The ionic structure has this favorable position where you can utilize an 

arrangement of default UI components. Structures, channels, activity sheets, 

route menu, list sees, tab bars, and other UI ideal models are effortlessly 

accessible for engineers to use in their plan. Henceforth, engineers can center 

around building applications instead of breaking their head over the regular UI 

components. In addition, the code is reusable so engineers can manufacture an 

application for all major working frameworks easily. The default UI is perfect 

and you can add an individual touch to your application by including CSS 

classes.

3.2. Cordova plugins

Are  you  aware  that  plugins  are  a  small  piece  of  code  in  JavaScript

organize,  appended  to  your  application  empowering  it  to  play  out  different

things  like  a  local  application  Cordova  modules  do  the  ponder  for  Ionic,

offering access to various highlights of the working framework, for example, a

battery, expert area, camera, access to logs and that's only the tip of the iceberg.

These  modules  upgrade  the  general  execution  of  applications  and  this  just

includes adding a couple of basic codes to your advancement.
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3.2.1. Geolocation Plugin:

This Plugin is having a functionality of fetching the users present location and 

represent it in the form of latitudes and longitudes. It grabs the location values 

by using GPS which is present in our devices.

3.2.2. Geocoder Plugin:

This Plugin is having the functionality of tracing the Address of the user which 

is country name, state name, city name, pin code, street name, lane no etc. It 

grabs the Address by taking Latitude and Longitude Values as the input.

3.2.3. Call Number Plugin:

This plugin is used to access the dial-pad in the mobile and call to user by taking

the input as the mobile number. To access this plugin, we have to first provide 

permission in our mobile.

3.2.4. Camera Plugin:

This Plugin is Used to take pictures from the app where it returns the image as 

the Data URL. This Data URL is stored and retrieved when we want to print it 

on the screen.

3.3. Databases and Server:

3.3.1. Databases:

To store the Data remotely in a Location we use Databases where we can store 

the data and retrieve the data when our it is required. Here We Used MySQL as 

a Database.

3.3.2. MySQL:

MySQL is free and open-source programming under the terms of the GNU 

General Public License, and is likewise accessible under an assortment of 
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restrictive licenses. MySQL was claimed and supported by the Swedish 

organization MySQL AB, which was purchased by Sun Microsystems (presently

Oracle Corporation).

3.3.3. Local Servers:

Lampp (For Linux)/ Xampp /Wampp:

Lampp is a Local Server that is Used in Linux Based Systems where Xampp 

and Wampp are Windows Based Systems.

Local Servers run on our own systems which can only be accessed Locally in 

our systems to test the applications. It Runs on Apache server which is most 

commonly used server and contains phpmyadmin which is a Database 

Management tool Which is used to manage the database without commands.

3.4. Leaflet Maps:

Leaflet is a generally utilized open source JavaScript library used to 

manufacture web mapping applications. First released in 2011, it underpins 

most versatile and work area stages, supporting HTML5 and CSS3.

It contains different types of features like markers, popups, layout like satellite 

and terrain to make the map interactive and make it more user friendly.

3.5. Selenium Testing:

Selenium is a frame work that is used to test the web-based applications based 

on code written in java language. It is called the automated testing.

Here the selenium once served runs on the browser and tests the app as if user is

giving input and checks the output. It popups the errors that are present in 

application. Here We used Selenium web driver for testing where the entire code

is written in java language.
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3.6.  Free and Open Source

The drawback of utilizing an open source is normally stalling out with a

temperamental system that is inclined to break. Yet, hold up till you see Ionic,

it's  quite  steady,  quicker,  and  dependable  and  reproduces  a  local  vibe

productively. How about we acknowledge it, building up an application is an

expensive undertaking,  appropriate  from research  to  plan  to  advancement  to

promoting.  Systems can  really  consume a  gap in  your  pocket,  despite  what

might be expected,  Ionic costs you nothing. Besides, taking in the system is

simple  as  planning  a  portable  page  that  is  made  to  keep  running  in  an

application like shell.

3.7. One code for all

            Building local applications for the two iOS and Android implies

contributing  a  decent  measure  of  time  learning  two  totally  extraordinary

dialects. With Ionic, comes the adaptability of building cross-stage applications

with no issue. It's far less demanding to manufacture top of the line UIs with

included functionalities and reuse a similar code to construct applications for

various stages. As the changing of code isn't required, it spares a great deal of

time

3.8. User Interface

Crossover  applications  are  frequently  censured  for  being  revolting,

however  Ionic  has  changed  this.  The CSS and JavaScript  bolster  gives  you

higher  customization  alternatives  for  catches,  menus,  shading  plans,  and  so

forth. It has extremely elevated requirements of UI components in addition to

highlights like Right to Left dialect bolster for distributing your applications in

different dialects, for example, Arabic, Hebrew, Urdu and so forth. In addition,

Ionic additionally underpins the profundity, movement, and energetic shades of

the material plan for a delightful looking UI.
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3.9. Ionic Components

Ionic applications are made of abnormal state building squares called segments.

Segments enable you to rapidly develop an interface for your application. Ionic

accompanies various parts, including modals, popups, and cards.
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CHAPTER-4

USED COMPONENTS IN DIGIMART APP DEVELOPMENT

4.1. BUTTONS:

Buttons are a fundamental method to cooperate with and explore through an

application, and ought to plainly impart what activity will happen after the client

taps them. Buttons can comprise of content and additionally a symbol and can

be improved with a wide assortment of qualities.

4.1.1. TYPES:

 Default Style

 Outline Style

 Clear Style

 Round Buttons

 Block Buttons

 Full Buttons

 Button Sizes

 Icon Buttons

4.1.2. USAGE:

<button ion-button>Button</button>
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4.2 CARDS:

Cards  are  an  incredible  method  to  show essential  bits  of  substance  and are

rapidly rising as a center plan design for applications. They are an incredible

method to  contain  and sort  out  data,  while  likewise  setting  up  unsurprising

desires for the client. With such a great amount of substance to show on the

double, and frequently so little screen land, cards have quick turned into the

structure example of decision for some, organizations, including any semblance

of Google, Twitter, and Spotify.

4.2.1. TYPES:

 Basic Cards

 Card Headers

 Card Lists

 Card Images

 Background Images

 Advanced Cards

4.2.2. USAGE:

<ion-card>HI</ion-card>
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4.3. LISTS:

Lists  are utilized to show columns of data,  for example,  a contact rundown,

playlist, or menu.

4.3.1. TYPES:

 Basic Lists

 Inset List

 List Dividers

 List Headers

 Icon List

 Avatar List

 Multi-line List

 Sliding List

4.3.2. USAGE:

<ion-list>

  <button ion-item *ngFor="let item of items" (click)="itemSelected(item)">

    {{ item }}

  </button>  

</ion-list>
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4.4. INPUTS:

Inputs are basic for gathering and dealing with client contribution to a protected 

way. They ought to pursue styling and collaboration rules for every stage so 

they are natural for clients to connect with. Ionic uses Angular 2's shape library, 

which can be thought of as two ward pieces, Controls, and Control Groups.

4.4.1. TYPES:

 Fixed Inline Labels

 Floating Labels

 Inline Labels

 Inset Labels

 Placeholder Labels

 Stacked Labels

4.4.2. USAGE:

<ion-input type="text" value=""></ion-input>

4.5. SEARCH-BAR:

A Search bar ties to a model and transmits an info occasion when the model is 

changed.

4.5.1. USAGE:

<ion-searchbar (ionInput)="getItems($event)"></ion-searchbar>

<ion-list>

  <ion-item *ngFor="let item of items">

    {{ item }}

  </ion-item>

</ion-list>
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CHAPTER-5

PROJECT  DESCRIPTION

TOTAL ROOT MAP OF OUR PROJECT:

PAGES LINKED PAGES PHP FILES

SPLASH PAGE

RETLOGIN PAGE PLOGIN PAGE

LOGIN PAGE

PLOGIN PAGE PTABS PAGE

PREGISTER PAGE

AUTHENTI.PHP

LOGIN PAGE TABH PAGE

REGISTER PAGE

RAUTHENTI.PHP

PREGISTER PAGE PLOGIN PAGE

PREGISTER PAGE

PREGISTER.PHP

REGISTER PAGE       LOGIN PAGE

REGISTER PAGE

REGISTER.PHP

PTABS PAGE LOGINSS PAGE SHOPS.PHP

RSHOP.PHP

TABH PAGE HOME PAGE

YOUR ITEMS 
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PAGE

EDIT HISTORY 

PAGE

LOGINSS PAGE SHOPITEM PAGE TESA.PHP

PRODUCTDIS.PHP

HOME PAGE REGLOCATE.PHP

ITEMRETRIVE.PHP

UPDATEITEMK.PH

P

YOUR ITEMS 

PAGE

ITRV.PHP

ITEMRETRIVEK.P

HP

EDIT HISTORY 

PAGE

EDITITEMS.PHP

SHOPITEM PAGE ITEMBUY PAGE

HELLOS PAGE

SHOPITEM.PHP

SHOPS.PHP

ITEMBUY PAGE FINAL PAGE BYSHOP.PHP

BILLINGS.PHP

DELPRODUCTBUY

ING.PHP
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HELLOS PAGE ITEMBUY PAGE BYSHOP.PHP

FINAL PAGE PURCHASEDORDE

RS PAGE

FINAL.PHP

LAST.PHP

CONFIRMORDER.P

HP

APP PAGE BOOKSHOP PAGE

LOGINSS PAGE
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5.1. APP.HTML:

5.1.1. DESCRIPTION:

      This is the page that will be loaded with the splash screen which consists of 

the title of our application and this will be the starting page of the app.

5.1.2.ROOT PAGES:

BUTTON NAME ROOTED PAGE NAME

NONE NONE

5.1.3. PHP FILES:   None

Figure-5.1: Splash Page

5.2. RETLOGIN PAGE:

5.2.1. DESCRIPTION:

      This is the page that will be loaded after the SPLASH SCREEN in our 

Project. This Page contains two buttons which will redirect to the user to 

Retailer side or Purchaser Side.
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5.2.2. ROOT PAGES:

BUTTON NAME ROOTED PAGE NAME

PURCHASER PLOGIN PAGE

RETAILER LOGIN PAGE

5.2.3. PHP FILES: None

                                      

Figure-5.2: Agent Page

5.3. PURCHASER SIDE

5.3. PLOGIN PAGE: (Purchaser Login Page)

5.3.1. DESCRIPTION:

 This is the Login page to enter into the Purchaser Portal. There are two 

options to the User. To login or to Sign-Up.

 If he wants to Login, he needs to enter his Registered Email Id and 

Password Related to it.
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 If he is a new User and Wants to Sign-Up, he Should Press the Register 

Button present Bellow which redirects him to registration Page where he

wants to Register his Details.

5.3.2. ROOT PAGES:

BUTTON NAME ROOTED PAGE NAME

SIGN IN PTABS PAGE

REGISTER PREGISTER PAGE

5.3.3. PHP FILES:

 AUTHENTI.PHP

This File Contain Logic to retrieve the password related to the entered Email id 

from Database.

Figure-5.3:Purchaser login
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5.4. PREGISTER PAGE: (Purchaser Registration Page)

5.4.1.  DESCRIPTION:

This is the Purchaser registration Page which is Used to Register his details in 

the App. If he has Registered in this then only, he can be able to sign-in with 

Registered mail id and Password.

5.4.2. ROOT PAGES:

BUTTON NAME ROOTED PAGE NAME

SIGN UP PLOGIN PAGE      PREGISTER

PAGE

 The Button Sign-Up is Used to send data to the database to store the data

of particular User

 If the Registration is Successful it automatically redirects to PLogin 

Page else it will stay in the Same Page.

5.4.3. PHP FILES:

 PREGISTER.PHP

This file contains the logic to post user entered data into the table Present in the 

database.
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Figure-5.4 Purchaser Registering

5.5. PROFILE PAGE: (Purchaser) (profile page)

5.5.1. DESCRIPTION:

      This is the page that will show the profile of the user and also you can also 

update your profile from this page.

5.5.2. PHP FILES:

PROFILE.PHP:

This is the file used to retrieve the registered data into the profile page 
and display it in required format

PREGISTE.PHP:

This is used to send the updated values to the database.
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Figure-5.5: Profile Page

5.6. BOOKSHOP PAGE: (Search Items by Shop)

5.6.1. DESCRIPTION:

This Displays the List of Shop Names Registered in this Shop regardless of the 

Location. The user can click on any of the shop names and can Purchase the 

items from that shop.

5.6.2. ROOT PAGES:

BUTTON NAME ROOTED PAGE NAME

NAME OF THE SHOP (LIST) HELLOS PAGE

 The Button “NAME OF THE SHOP” is the shop names present in the 

List and if the User touches any name it will redirect you to page where 

it shows the name of the items present in the shop.
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5.6.3. PHP FILES:

 SHOPRETRIVE.PHP

This file contains the logic to retrieve the shop name and phone number of the 

shop from the database.

Figure-5.6: Shop Selection

5.7. HELLOS PAGE:

5.7.1. DESCRIPTION:

This Displays the List of Items Present in that particular user-selected shop and 

a tick mark beside whether they are available now or not.

 5.7.2. ROOT PAGES:

BUTTON NAME ROOTED PAGE NAME

NAME OF THE ITEM (LIST) ITEMBUY PAGE
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 The Button “NAME OF THE ITEM” is the list of items present in a 

shop and every name in the list is a button and user can select on his 

choice.

5.7.3. PHP FILES:

 BYSHOP.PHP

This file contains the logic to retrieve the items regarding the particular shop 

from the database.

Figure-5.7: Items In Shop
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5.8. ITEMBUY PAGE:

5.8.1 .DESCRIPTION:

This page consists of the details regarding the item.

They are

 Available Quantity

 Price of Each Item

A Range Bar which gives the User a flexibility to select how much Quantity he 

wants.

A button which is Used to calculate the price of the Product and a footer with 2 

buttons.

5.8.2. ROOT PAGES:

BUTTON NAME ROOTED PAGE NAME

MORE HELLOS PAGE

DONE FINAL PAGE

 The Button More is Used to Purchase Products if he wants to add 

anything to cart

 The Button Done is Used to Finish the Purchase and Redirect to Finalize

the Cart.
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5.8.3. PHP FILES:

 BILLINGS.PHP

This file contains the logic to post the purchased items to the database with 

respect to the details like Quantity and price.

 BYSHOP.PHP

This file contains the logic to retrieve the details of the item of which User 

selects on the Screen.

• BYSHOP.PHP

This file contains the logic to delete the item record from “Product-buying” 

table in the database.

      

      

Figure5.8.1:  Quantity                                               Figure-5.8.2: Add Item
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5.9. FINAL PAGE:

5.9.1. DESCRIPTION:

This is the Confirmation page of your order where it shows the price and 

purchase details and the total price.

5.9.2. ROOT PAGES:

BUTTON NAME ROOTED PAGE NAME

BOOK PURCHASEDORDERS PAGE

 This button is Used to confirm the order and this sends the message to 

the retailer about the booking of the customer and his details.

5.9.3. PHP FILES:

 FINAL.PHP

This file contains the logic to retrieve the total cost of the items and item 

booking details.

 LAST.PHP

This file contains the logic to insert the data into confirmation table.

 CONFIRMORDER.PHP

This file contains the logic to enter the record to the final purchased table and 

delete the record from the previous table.
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Figure-5.9 Total Cost

5.10. LOGIN PAGE: (Retailer Login Page)

5.10.1. DESCRIPTION:

 This is the Login page to enter into the Retailer Portal. There are two 

options to the User. To log in or to Sign-Up.

 If he wants to Login, he needs to enter his Registered Email Id and 

Password Related to it.

 If he is a new User and Wants to Sign-Up, he Should Press the Register 

Button present Bellow which redirects him to registration Page where he

wants to Register his Details.

 Login logic is Present in this Page
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5.10.2. ROOT PAGES:

BUTTON NAME ROOTED PAGE NAME

SIGN IN TABH PAGE

REGISTER REGISTER PAGE

5.10.3. PHP FILES:

 RAUTHENTI.PHP

This File Contain Logic to retrieve the password related to the entered Email id 

from Database.

Figure-5.10:Retailer Login
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5.11. REGISTER PAGE: (Retailer Registration Page)

5.11.1. DESCRIPTION:

This is the Retailer registration Page which is Used to Register his details to 

Register his shop in the App. If he has Registered in this then only, he can be 

able to sign-in with Registered mail id and Password.

5.11.2. ROOT PAGES:

BUTTON NAME ROOTED PAGE NAME

LOCATE ME

SIGN UP LOGIN PAGE

 The Button Locate Me present is Used to Track the Latitude and 

Longitudes of his Present Location. The Logic to Trace his Location is 

Present behind this Button

 The Button Sign-Up is Used to send data to the database to store the data

of particular User

 If the Registration is Successful it automatically redirects to Login Page

5.11.3. PHP FILES:

 REGISTER.PHP

This file contains the logic to post user entered data into the table Present in the 

database.
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5.11.4. IMAGE:

                                  Figure-5.11:Retailer Registration

5.12. TABH PAGE: (MASTER PAGE)

5.12.1. DESCRIPTION:

This Page is linking page to the Three other Pages where it consists of a tab with

three links and user can redirect to the any of the pages at any time and come

back.

5.12.2. ROOT PAGES:

BUTTON NAME (TAB) ROOTED PAGE NAME

TAB (LINK -1) HOME PAGE

TAB (LINK-2) YOUR ITEMS PAGE

TAB (LINK-3) EDIT HISTORY PAGE

TAB (LINK-4) STATUS PAGE

TAB (LINK-5) PROFILE PAGE
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 There is a tab that is present in the top of this page which consists of the 

three links mentioned above and the user can select any of the links and 

navigate to the particular page.

5.13. RPROFILE PAGE: (Retailer side) (rprofile page)

5.13.1. DESCRIPTION:

      This is the page that will show the profile of the user and also you can also 

update your profile from this page at retailer side.

5.13.2. PHP FILES:

RPROFILE.PHP:

This php file is used to retrieve the retailer registration data into the app.

REGISTER.PHP:

This php file is used to update the retrieved profile details into database.

Figure-5.13: Profile Showcase
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5.14. HOME PAGE: (Item Register Page)

5.14.1. DESCRIPTION:

This page is the item registration page where shopkeeper can register the items 

in that page.

It consists of a drop-down which contains two options  

 KGS

 PIECES

The registrar can select any of the options

With Respect to the User Selection, the registering column will appear

5.14.2. ROOT PAGES:

BUTTON NAME ROOTED PAGE NAME

REGISTER

 The button “Register” is Used to Register the items to the database and 

also to trace the location.

5.14.3. PHP FILES:

 REGLOCATE.PHP

This file contains the logic to post location data of the user to the database.
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 ITEMRETRIVE.PHP

This file contains the logic to post registered item details to the database table 

(PIECES OPTION).

 UPDATEITEMK.PHP

This file contains the logic to post registered item details to the database table 

(KGS OPTION).

Figure-5.14.1: Adding Items By Pieces  Figure-5.14.2: Adding Items By 

Pieces

5.15. YOUR ITEMS PAGE: (Registered items Page)

5.15.1. DESCRIPTION:

This page consists of a dropdown with two options KGS and PIECES  

With Respect to user choice, it will show the registered item Details.  
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5.15.2. PHP FILES:

 ITRV.PHP

This file contains the logic to retrieve the registered items details from the 

database table.

Figure-5.15: Your Items Page

5.16. EDITHISTORY PAGE:

5.16.1. DESCRIPTION:

This page consists of the details of the orders that are booked to their shop.

5.16.2. PHP FILES:

 EDITITEMS.PHP

This file contains the logic to retrieve the orders of their shop from the database 

table.
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Figure-5.16: Confirmation Page

5.17. STATUS PAGE: (Retailer side) (Updted Page)

5.17.1. DESCRIPTION:

      This is the page that will show the orders that are accepted or rejected by 

him (i.e. retailer) in his app.

5.17.2. PHP FILES:

STATE. PHP:

This is the file that is used to retrieve the order details along with status

and address of the item ordered person (i.e. purchaser)
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Figure-5.17: Status Page

5.18. PTABS PAGE:

5.18.1. DESCRIPTION:

It Consists of a Google Map Which shows the Shops Present in that Location 

and a List which shows the Names of the Shop below the Map.

5.18.2. ROOT PAGES:

BUTTON NAME ROOTED PAGE NAME

SEARCH BY SHOP BOOKSHOP PAGE

SEARCH BY ITEM LOGINSS PAGE
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 The Button Register is Used to send data to Navigate to the Next Page 

where it shows the List of items present in that Location.

5.18.3.PHP FILES:

 SHOPS.PHP

This file contains the logic to retrieve the shop names based on his Present 

Location.

Figure-5.18: Tracing page
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5.19. ABOUT PAGE: (Purchaser side) (About Page)

5.19.1. DESCRIPTION:

      This is the page that will show the detail about the app.

5.19.2. PHP FILES: None

Figure-5.19: About page
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CHAPTER-6

DISCUSSION ON RESULTS:

✓ We are developing an Application to track the products in the shops and

provide  relevant  information  to  our  society  users.  This  project  will

describe the design and architecture of social problems when they are

buying in online they can see the details originally of product.

✓  Our system is composed of smartphones and a server. The system is

able  to  demonstrate  its  performance  to  track  shops  near  to  current

location and also product information can be known.

✓  Furthermore, our system is low-cost as it doesn't require any external

hardware for location tracking.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE SOCIETY:

▪ Here  Students/Faculty/Teaching,  non-Teaching,   parents  will  get  all

shops and products information in this application.

▪ Anyone  can  track  the  location  of  their  product  from  any  location.

Student and parents must make sure that their location service is active.

They can also get the better and cheaper rates of products in different

shops  in  that  they  may  choose  the  best  quality  and  quantity  of  the

product.
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CHAPTER-7

SELENIUM TESTING

Selenium is a versatile system for testing web applications. Selenium gives a

playback  (once  in  the  past  additionally  recording)  device  for  composing

utilitarian  tests  without  the  need  to  become  familiar  with  a  test  scripting

language (Selenium IDE). It additionally gives a test space explicit language

(Selenese)  to  compose  tests  in  various  well  known  programming  dialects,

including  C#,  Groovy,  Java,  Perl,  PHP,  Python,  Ruby  and  Scala.  The  tests

would then  be able  to  keep running against  most  current  internet  browsers.

Selenium  sends  on  Windows,  Linux,  and  macOS  stages.  It  is  open-source

programming,  discharged  under  the  Apache  2.0  permit:  web  engineers  can

download and utilize it without charge.
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CHAPTER-8

CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE

8.1.CONCLUSION

Every technology has its advantages and disadvantages. But everything depends

on  how  we  use  it.  In  our  project,  we  mainly  depend  on  mobile  apps  and

smartphone technology. These smartphones when we efficiently will be used to

reduce our work and be useful to us but if we use it continuously will also cause

dangerous.

There are many online Groceries applications and websites That allow users to

buy  Online  ,  Some  are  too  complex  and  some  are  Free  with  a  Limited

Functionality

With The implementation of this project, Users can buy groceries online

and the Retailer can sell their goods online .And also the application can be

replicated  and  can  also  modify  the  code  and  use  it  for  the  desired

Functionality.

8.2.FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS:

▪ This can be improved in the case of security and app permissions.

▪ the  customer  and  retailer  register  id  can  be  signed  by  using  mail,

facebook, linked-in, Git Hub, etc. like social websites and open source

sites.
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